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Europe is going through a period defined by multiple challenges and crises. While the continent 
still feels the impact of the economic downturn and it also faces the impact of unprecedented 
displacement of people as consequence of civil war in its direct neighbourhood, the European 
populi vocally demands more competent leadership and the reversion of decline in the standing 
of the region. The nexus of economic hardship, negative changes in the perception of securi-
ty and decreased public trust in the ability of the European mainstream to address the main 
concerns of Europeans, places the Union in front of the most dire of all challenges – the need 
to reiterate the reason of its existence. The 2016 edition of the GLOBSEC Tatra Summit took 
place during the historically first Slovak Presidency of the Council of the European Union, which 
places special emphasis on the important reflexion on the future of the Union. The conference 
itself consisted of two parts – Investment Forum and political part. While discussions at the In-
vestment Forum focused on the question of investment strategies and project, the political part 
of the GLOBSEC Tatra Summit 2016 provided a unique platform for qualified discussion on the 
state of democracy in Europe, the efficacy of the European economic governance and potential 
paths to address challenges within the realm of energy security, migration and internal security. 
Within the scope of the Summit, the GLOBSEC European Award was given to the honourable 
Wolfgang Schäuble for his unpaired contribution to European integration and for life-long public 
service. Peter Kažimír, the Minister of Finance of the Slovak Republic introduced Mr. Schäuble 
as a man of truly exceptional political relevance characterized by the virtues of devotion, stren-
gth and integrity. Mr. Schäuble devoted his speech to the reiteration of our collective obligation to 
enhance our Union. He expressed his belief that Europe faces a clear need to prove its relevan-
ce in solving the most crucial problems of today and thus ultimately serving better the European 
citizens. Mr. Schäuble concluded his remarks by stating stat Europe will eventually come out of 
the crises stronger as it will be continuously characterized by the qualities of peace, prosperity 
and freedom. Moreover, building upon GLOBSEC´s long-term commitment to qualified policy 
engagement, the GLOBSEC Intelligence Reform Initiative was presented to the attentive public 
within an aim to stimulate cross-border cooperation of the Western countries within the area of 
intelligence policy.

GLOBSEC Tatra Summit 2016 SUMMARY
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THE STATE OF OPEN SOCIETY IN EUROPE TODAY
The panel listed Mr. Richard Wike, the director of Global Attitudes Research and professor 
Alina Mungiu-Pippidi. Europe is faced with an erosion of trust. The lack of trust transfers into 
fear, which is a breeding ground for conspiracies and blaming “the other”. In the current societal 
environment, three factors are driving the politics of fear: economic anxiety – our children would 
be worse off than we are (Erosion of American dream), security anxiety – ISIS, link between 
terrorism and migration, and cultural anxiety – rising diversity of EU societies, identity threatened. 
Lack of transparency and favoritism in public tendering (60% are not transparent) leads to 
increasing mistrust towards the established political parties and drives the fringe political and 
social elements, radicalizing the discourse and political landscape.  Furthermore, according to 
the public opinion polls 67% of EU citizens think that corruption is part of business culture and 
69% think that favoritism hinders economic development. Social insecurity connected with fear 
of the unknown brought by increased migration leads people to resent the elites and international 
institutions. National governments tend to blame the outsiders, the supranational organizations 
or the others for their own failures since they are an easy scapegoat. However, the data shows 
that there is a high correlation between corruption, innovation and brain drain. Transparency and 
openness are needed in order to reconnect people with government, and innovation measures 
need to be applied in order to increase the perception of social security and stability.  

GLOBSEC Tatra Summit 2016
Day 1 / October 28, 2016
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OPEN SOCIETIES TAKING ACTION TO RESPOND TO THE 
CURRENT CHALLENGES

Decision-makers and politicians lack long-term strategies on how to tackle societal challenges 
occurring in open societies. Culture and public attitudes need to be of same importance as the 
economic measures, because support for authoritarian moods is high also among the better 
off parts of the population. Suggestions for solution include: engagement and dialogue with the 
“deplorables” – far-right, racist and extremists Trump voters; democratic governments need tell 
stories and use narratives that are not based just on data, but which would capture hearts of 
their citizens; strengthening and promotion of own positive patriotic narrative; establishment of 
networks and alliances with trade unions, businesses, faith communities, football clubs, giving 
them a role in pushing back the populist elements; and the spread of information campaigns, 
which  should be broad enough to include different communities under the “together” banner, 
rather than addressing individual issues. We need to build a new narrative for Europe, narrative 
based on inclusiveness, rather than historic national and cultural identities. EU leaders and 
decision-makers are not using new technologies efficiently and the language used by elites 
is not understandable for people who are living in their ‘information bubble’. Far right parties 
have been pushed from the mainstream media, but they have developed a much stronger base 
of supporters on social media. In some countries democracy is understood as the rule of the 
majority and such an understanding poses a threat of sliding into authoritarianism. Therefore, in 
order to challenge the frame of the discussion used by the far right and populists – corrupt elites 
betrayed simple people and as such we should get rid of them – it is necessary to provide and 
promote a positive vision of the society among citizens. Naming and blaming should be countered 
by a positive vision for future, which is realistic and is inspiring faith in people. We need to tell 
a different story, story of peace, economic prosperity and contrast it with the backward looking 
narrative of our adversaries.

SESSION 1: STRENGTHENING THE EMU IN TIMES OF 
TURMOIL AND CRISIS

The panel consisted of Pier Carlo Padoan – Minister of Economy and Finance of Italy, Wolfgang 
Schäuble – Minister of Finance of Germany, Pierre Moscovici – EU Commissioner for Economic 
and Financial Affairs, Michel Sapin – Minister of Economy and Finance of the French Republic 
and Peter Kažimír – Minister of Finance of Slovakia. Mr. Schäuble highlighted the enhancement 
of the mechanism of fiscal rules among other priorities. Mr. Moscovici stated that criticism about 
the obsoleteness of the current fiscal rules are overly hyperbolic as these rules are actually 
working, but fiscal consolidation is a long-term process. Nevertheless, progress in the fiscal 
area - compared to 2010 - is clearly visible. He also advocated the continuous involvement of 
the European Commission in fiscal oversight as this setting is more democratic and politically 
feasible than the alternative - empowering institutions without a clear historical role, like the 
European Stability Mechanism. Mr. Padoan warned about rising political uncertainty throughout 
the continent from which the European project suffers as the European public‘s trust is steadily 
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eroding due to weakened investments, unemployment and insufficient growth. He stated his 
belief that ‚rules must be respected, but rules must be also positive-result oriented‘ if the reality 
isn‘t in place, then some of the rules need to be improved. Mr Sapin called for energising the 
European project with more cooperation among member states and between members and EU 
institutions. He stated that the economic reality in Europe differs country by country, but even 
the strongest ones face a solid need for improvement. Mr Kažimír stressed that Europe needs 
to be more precise in respecting its own rules and being result-oriented - as both rules and 
productivity should be considered as the main preconditions of progress. The panel stressed 
that cutting unemployment is the main road towards regaining the trust of the electorate in the 
European Union.

GLOBSEC TATRA SUMMIT CHAT: #DIGITALSINGLEMARKET

The panel listed Mr. Matt Brittin from Google, Vazil Hudák – Vice-President of the European 
Investment Bank and Thibaut Kleiner – Deputy Head of Staff of EU Commissioner Günther 
H. Oettinger. The session on digital economy was devoted to the discussion about the current 
state of modern branches of European economy - its successes, future prospects, but also to 
obstacles and non-utilised potential. Mr Brittin highlighted the reality of societal transformation 
done (over the course of the past years) by smart technology. As the internet population in 
Europe and globally is doubling, a huge opportunity for business, employment and innovation 
is being continuously produced each day. Mr Brittin stated that Europe has proven innovation 
potential, for instance, 5 out of the 10 most downloaded applications on android appstore are 
created by developers from Europe. Given Europe‘s size, compared to the USA and Asia, this 
ratio is rather positive. Mr Vazil Hudak acknowledged that the digital economy is undoubtedly on 
its way to become the ultimate driver of our future economies - globally. Mr Hudak concurred with 
other speakers that Europe does not have a deficit of human talent and competence. However, 
what Europe seems to be lacking – compared to America - is the ability to transform talent and 
skills into successful business products - like within the Silicon Valley model of the innovation-
driven economy. If this theory was proven right in conventional (i.e. physical) economy, there is 
no reason to doubt that this trend will be proven valid also in the digital economy. As he noted, 
e-commerce-based businesses have produced steady growth at the level of 10 to 20 percent - 
this growth potential is incomparable to any modern physical economy. 
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SESSION 2: GEOPOLITICS AND ENERGY – GETTING IT RIGHT 
FOR EUROPE

The panel included Tord André Lien – Norwegian Minister of Petroleum and Energy, Maroš 
Šefčovič – Vice-President of the European Commission for the Energy Union, John M. Roberts 
from the Atlantic Council and József Molnár – CEO of the MOL Group. Mr. Lien-Norway remarked 
that Nordic countries are highly integrated with markets. Nordic counties are interdependent- 
open and liberal and have good structures.  Gas infrastructure in Europe is a mix—some parts 
robust (storage capacity is included), others need improvement. Mr. Šefčovič noted that the 
purpose of the Energy Union is the secure the supply of energy by avoiding a crisis scenario. 
The next big challenge for the EU is the marriage between energy and climate policy – a jumbo 
package that will be presented in November has an aim to redesign the electricity market and 
the renewable energy market. Mr. Roberts noted on the east-west pipeline infrastructure that 
we essentially have a pipeline system that is potentially half empty. But we don´t know where 
to get the gas from as no rapid development is expected. Gazprom might be the only supplier 
to the southern corridor. Mr. Roberts also shared his belief that Russia and Iran will pay a more 
important role in the southern corridor than Azerbaijan. 

SESSION 3: MULTIANNUAL FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK POST 
2020 – THE BALANCE BETWEEN POLITICAL AMBITION AND 
REALISM

The panel included Mrs. Kristalina Georgieva – Vice-President for Budget and Human 
Resources of the European Commission, Louis Grech – Deputy Prime Minister & Minister of 
Foreign Affairs of Malta, Jean Arthuis – Chairman of the Committee on Budgets, Peter Javorčík 
– Permanent Representative of Slovakia to the EU. The panel reached an agreement on the 
fact that we have budget reform coming and there are several important questions that need 
to be addressed before we deal with this issue. Firstly, what should be the best budget with the 
available resources? Secondly, what do we have at the moment and what do we want to keep? 
Thirdly, what do we want to change and achieve? One thing seems to be certain – Brexit will 
mean that the budget will be smaller budget in absolute terms, but Europe right now is facing 
more and more challenges such as the migration crisis or also external border protection which 
also should be financed from the EU budget. Therefore, the reform of the budget brings one of 
the biggest challenges especially in connection with our readiness to balance reality with political 
ambition. We should not forget that one of the main aims of budget reform is to restore citizens’ 
trust in the European project and get citizens back on board. The panel also agreed that unless 
the Union succeeds in the integration of citizens’ views into our policies, we will not be able 
to sustain the European project. The problem of the budget is not to spent much more, but to 
spent more efficiently. Likely, the new multiannual framework should be flexible, simplified and 
more efficient. There is a widely understood need to establish an equilibrium between particular 
interests of different groups such as - friends of cohesion, friends of better spending or friends 
of agriculture.
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SESSION 4: A (MISSING) PIECE OF THE PUZZLE: THE 
WESTERN BALKANS

The panel included a minister, deputy ministers and diplomats from Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Kosovo*, Montenegro, Serbia, Slovakia, Albania and Macedonia**. Foreign ministers and top 
diplomats from all six Western Balkan countries discussed security challenges, state building 
and EU integration in the new context of Europe‘s multiple crises and uncertainty. As Europe 
seems to be Balkanizing, the Balkans are being Europeanised. If EU enlargement stopped, this 
post-conflict region would be left in a limbo. The migration crisis last year showed how exposed 
it still is to global threats and external factors. Russian propaganda is more active in some 
countries as NATO continues to expand by accepting Montenegro as a new member. Stability 
and security are preconditions for economic growth, which has not been generated at a sufficient 
level. Meanwhile, strategic patience is being asked from poor, aging societies that are tired of 
empty talk of reforms, young people leaving for jobs abroad and political elite losing faith in the 
endless EU integration process, which has become stricter, focused on rule of law and - above 
all - very prolonged. The Slovak EU Presidency advocates persistent engagement in the region, 
with incremental progress at a technical level with all six countries in their respective integration 
tracks.

GLOBSEC Tatra Summit 2016
Day 2 / October 29, 2016

* This designation is without prejudice to positions and status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/99 and the ICJ opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.
**The Wilfried Martens Centre for European Studies, following the EU and UN practice, always uses the provisional reference: The Former Yugoslav Republic of 

Macedonia.
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SESSION 5: OPTIMAL FISCAL POLICY: AN EFFECTIVE TOOL 
TO PREVENT FINANCIAL CRIME

The panel included the widely-acclaimed Dr Arthur B. Laffer, Dana Meager – State Secretary at 
Ministry of Finance of Slovakia, Mr. Simon Riondet from Europol and Mrs. Grace Perez-Navarro 
from the OECD. Mrs. Meager highlighted that political deliberations to establish a system of 
inclusive growth and prosperity is in the very centre of European politics. As she stressed, there 
is a dilemma between regulation and openness –  with openness of economies being crucial 
for economic growth and political success, however greater openness also creates space for 
criminal activities of those who have no intention to contribute to the system. In creating a fair 
and effective legal tax system, Mrs Meager stressed the importance of capacity building, as not 
even the most perfect legal system can (in real life) prevent tax avoidance, that very much proves 
the importance of the human element in the process. Mr. Laffer used the example of the Apple 
company as the example of a company of the highest value-added production being driven out 
of the US because of the inappropriate tax system. As he said, the simplification of legal tax 
systems must be the key path towards a future increase in tax collection - both as a source of 
motivation for compliance but also as a tool of prevention from deliberate tax avoidance. Mrs 
Grace Perez-Navarro (OECD) described the ‚raison d‘être‘ of taxes as the necessary price to 
pay for maintaining a civilised society. She partially concurred with Mr Laffer by claiming that the 
system of low taxes does increase voluntary compliance of legitimate systemic actors, but on 
the other side, criminal elements will not change their behaviour simply because of a fairer tax 
system. Thus, she said, the emphasis must be placed on effective collaboration of state entities 
– such as in the FIFA case. Mr Simon Riondet (Europol) raised his concerns about the weakest 
points in our financial system, especially in regards to the role highly-denominated cash notes 
(500€) play in making evaders‘ life considerably more feasible and comfortable. 

GLOBSEC TATRA SUMMIT BRAINSTORMING: FROM 
BRATISLAVA TO ROME AND BEYOND: AN UNCERTAIN 
FUTURE? 

The panel included Ivan Korčok – State Secretary at the Ministry of Foreign and European 
Affairs of Slovakia & Ministre Délégué for the Slovak EU Presidency, Mrs. Daniela Schwarzer 
from the German Marshall Fund of the US, Mr. Zdenek Turek – CEO of the Citibank Europe and 
Mr. Matti Maasikas – Deputy Minister for EU Affairs of Estonia. The panel concluded that one 
of the main reasons behind the fact that Europe is facing rising populism or social inequality 
is the inability of Europe to resolve current challenges and the problems we are facing. While 
diagnosing the current problems, we must differentiate between anti-European and EU critical 
positions. To be EU critical does not make us anti-European. There are several areas where 
the EU can and should do more. It should be ready to offer citizens concrete benefits in terms 
of security and border control. We must focus on the unfinished work in the area of migration, 
the monetary union and the energy union. We also have not paid enough attention to social 
inequalities that are in our societies and they concentrate around trade deals. The problem 
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of CETA is that we have not been able to explain the benefits of the global trade policy to our 
citizens. There is a problem of language. Another challenge Europe is facing is the question of 
Brexit. There is a lot of talk between hard and soft Brexit, but what business needs is a properly 
managed Brexit as an orderly process. Regarding its external policies, if the EU wants to remain 
credible it must send a message to our partners such as Ukraine and Georgia, the frontrunners 
of the Eastern Partnership that once they fulfil the benchmarks, we should reciprocate. There is 
no other leverage than to show them that making reforms pays off. 

SESSION 6: REVIVING THE EU FISCAL RULES FRAMEWORK

The panel consisted of Mr. Michael Noonan – the Minister of Finance of Ireland, Mr. Thomas 
Wieser – the President of the Economic and Financial Committee of the Council of the EU and 
Guntram Wolff – the Director of Bruegel. The issue of sound public finances is one of the most 
highly discussed topics of post-(financial) crisis in Europe. Michal Noonan remarked that Ireland 
has a unique stance vis-a-vis the fiscal rules framework, because it was the only country in the 
Eurozone that had a constitutional referendum on the fiscal rules. As a direct consequence of 
that the Irish public is taking ownership of these rules. Mr Noonan stated that there is a clear 
respect for the rules in Ireland, although some of the rules might need an update (such as the 
structural deficit rules) if they will prove to be an evident obstacle to positive structural economic 
changes. On Brexit, the panel agreed that meaningful relations between the UK and the EU 
should be the preference of both sides, because the implications of a potential breakdown in 
dialogue would have dire consequences. Thomas Wieser highlighted the source of Europe‘s 
structural fiscal problems - the existence of regulatory institution on the monetary side combined 
with the lack of an adequate institution on the fiscal policy side - whose roles are being exercised 
by regulatory rules. Today the discussion regarding the ideal fiscal philosophy is about balancing 
strictness with flexibility. European countries face different fiscal realities, making this discussion 
politically sensitive and so far unproductive. Guntram Wolff stated that Europe needs to be able 
to provide financial bailout even to members with sound fiscal policies – as it was the case of 
Ireland, that needed a financial bailout even with low public debt levels. On the issue of the lack 
of progress in fiscal (institutional) integration, Mr Wolff stated that fiscal policy is in the heart of 
national sovereignty, thus their integration is extremely (politically) difficult and that is ultimately 
also the reason why the (non-institutional) regulatory framework is not working totally efficiently 
today. 

EUROPEAN NEIGHBOURHOOD POLICY REVIEW ONE YEAR 
AFTER - CHALLENGES TO THE EAST

The discussion resulted in the conclusion that the EU’s Eastern Neighbourhood policy is now 
accused of being about technical processes and realpolitik. With a range of other issues on 
the EU plate, the common realization is that the funds available for EaP and political will are 
shrinking. The EU is expected to do much more with less money. Impact, efficiency, and visibility 
are the new parameters that define action. And if the EU actually can score relatively high on 
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impact and efficiency, it might not matter much as the EU is notoriously bad in demonstrating 
and explaining its achievements to the public. The participants agreed that the EU has learned 
to live with the fact that not everyone wants to be like the EU. And that too few of the current EU 
club members want to offer an entry ticket to those who do want to be like the EU. Tailor-made 
partnership models have to be offered to neighbouring countries. The Association Agreements 
offered to three of the EaP countries are as good as it gets. But the lack of the straightforward 
membership option might be misleading. 

NIGHT OWL SESSION: UK AND EU: WHAT FUTURE?

The panel started its discussion with the mutual consent that Brexit is not solely a concern for 
the British electorate, it is a two-sided (UK-EU) issue of mutual concern and of mutual impact. 
A snap-poll was conducted right at the beginning of the session and as expected, 80% of the 
audience believed that Brexit will eventually happen, while 20 % of the participants showed 
belief in the possibility that Brexit will be averted. The panellists agreed that when Article 50 (of 
the Lisbon Treaty) is be triggered, and the two-years long countdown period starts, we will only 
then see the authentic reaction of British businesses to the fact that the UK might be quitting 
the single market. On the European side, it is rather unlikely that Britain will succeed with its 
„divorce deal“ demands, also because the EU did not get neither political nor popular credit for 
the pre-referendum reform package agreed with then-PM Cameron. The panel also concurred 
that the UK‘s negotiation strategy seems to be inefficient as Britain is not using its natural allies 
on the continent (i.e. large businesses) to get a better deal with the Union. The panel also 
agreed that the EU-UK negotiations will be issue-centered and shared membership in NATO and 
other kinds of partnerships will not play a significant role in the negotiations - neither will policy 
concurrence (with Central Europe and Germany) in some foreign policy areas, for example the 
shared sceptical approach towards Russia. One of the interesting ideas heard during the panel 
aimed to describe the logic of the British withdrawal along these lines of thought: ...“the British 
understanding is that the European Union is not a state, but rather it is a political order with 
respect to the different levels of involvement. Thus Britain does not feel it shall be loyal to the 
Union and feels obliged to disintegrate from it because the electorate wishes so“.
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NIGHT OWL SESSION: FROM AUTHORITARIANISM TO 
EUROPEAN POPULISM: OBSERVING POLITICS THROUGH A 
NEW LENS

The term authoritarianism refers to political psychology — it is an individual trait that transcends 
every single aspect of life. The goal is to protect from the “others”, being whomever they are. 
Populist political party supporters have this individual trait. However, what is the fear behind 
the fear? What are the roots of it? There is an unspoken contract between the citizens and the 
government upon which the citizens give authorization to the government to rule over them. If 
democracy fails to provide a better future (or at least the illusion of it), the door is open for other 
actors. New actors are bringing hope by establishing new conventions, namely by emphasizing 
the “us” versus “them” division. It creates an opportunity for a strongman politics. People believe 
that they live worse than their parents did, and their children will have a worse life than they 
do currently. Since the industrial revolution this is the first time people see their future level of 
welfare so pessimistically. Authoritarianism is not a standard state. Thus, the remedy against the 
rise of authoritarianism is hidden in economic development. The elites should work on economic 
growth and social security to eliminate this phenomenon. Social media changed the way people 
are forming their opinion: they are not only relying on the sources but also on each other. 
However, nobody is doing fact-checking. While consumers live faster, politics still remains using 
the technology of the 19th century. What does it mean to the EU? Xenophobic populism and 
anti-establishment sentiment will shake up the EU—but maybe it is needed. European identity is 
not going to be another layer next to the national one. 

GLOBSEC TATRA SUMMIT ROUNDTABLE: NOTHING TO FEAR 
BUT FEAR ITSELF?

Before the Brexit referendum, EU institutions and EU leaders were asked specifically not to 
intervene and comment on ‘leave’ or ‘stay’ campaigns. An edict for Europe to be silent was 
imposed. British citizens voted on Brexit in isolation without the meddling of EU countries.  The 
aim of research conducted by Demos on fear is to reconnect the United Kingdom with the rest of 
the world and show the rising culture and politics of fear across the European Union. This panel 
outlined pan-European research of Demos and its partners on fear in 6 countries, in particular 
in the United Kingdom, Spain, France, Germany, Poland and Sweden. The complete findings of 
the study will be published in a few weeks. However, the first findings show that Euroscepticism 
is no longer just a British phenomenon. Eurosceptic minorities are present in every analysed 
country. Secondly, there is broad support for globalization. While citizens recognize and favour 
its positive effects on their countries, they don’t favour its consequences as migration and 
increased cultural diversity. Thirdly, there is a profound level of pessimism among citizens about 
Europe’s prospects as well as their own country’s outlook. Furthermore, trust in both national 
and EU-level governments remains low across most countries. In the United Kingdom, Demos 
analyses the external factor of cultural fear through the lenses of the EU referendum, which was 
a turning point of British society on fear. 
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GLOBSEC Tatra Summit 2016
Day 3 / October 30, 2016

SESSION 7: EU TOWARDS A SECURITY UNION: THE NEED FOR 
EUROPEAN INTELLIGENCE REFORM IN CHALLENGING TIMES

The panel consisted of Mr. Michael Chertoff – the former US Secretary for Homeland Security, 
Sir David Omand – Visiting Professor at King´s College London, Mr. August Hanning – the 
former Head of German Federal Intelligence and Mrs. Annemie Turtelboom, former Deputy 
Prime Minister of Belgium. The panel underscored the well-known and appreciated need to 
increase co-operation and information sharing amongst the interested parties in their fight against 
global jihadism. However, not only is there a necessity for breaking down international barriers 
amongst e.g. EU Member States but also internal, domestic obstacles which stand in the way 
of enhanced trust building within the security community of a given country. The panellists were 
aware that some of their seemingly federalists solutions for counterterrorism in the EU may not 
have been to the liking of all of the Member States. Thus, they called for establishment of clusters 
which would group likeminded states, with capabilities and readiness to share their intelligence 
with others. If successful, such co-operation will become more attractive to states which are 
currently uninterested or unable to participate in a more internationalist counterterrorism effort. 
The panellists also maintained that global counterterrorism was not a uniquely EU or Western 
Effort. They agreed that reaching out to maintain the support of Balkan countries, Turkey, Jordan, 
Tunisia was a must. Achieving a practical compromise on this with Russia remained problematic 
as that country’s interests and policies in e.g. Syria clashed with those of the broader West. 
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SESSION 8: THE MIGRATION CRISIS IN EUROPE: CHALLENGES 
AHEAD

The panel included Mr. Stefan Lehne from Carnegie Europe, Mrs. Nina Gregori from the Ministry 
of Interior of Slovenia, Jakub Wisniewski – the director of the GLOBSEC Policy Institute and Mr. 
Szabolcs Takács – State Secretary for European Union Affairs of Hungary. The migration crisis 
has revealed sharp disagreements between Member States. Reflective of the migration debate 
in Europe, there were “dreamers” and “realists” on the panel. The need to protect Europe from 
criminals and terrorists and the limited absorption capacity of Europe are all real concerns. But it 
might be the capacity to incorporate the vision and values into the politically realistic response that 
will get Europe out of the crisis. Several factors make all member states interested in developing 
a common response. The functioning of the Schengen zone that is paramount for all EU countries 
is inextricably linked to the asylum system. Moreover, Europe needs migrants for economic and 
demographic reasons. Post-war Europe would not have been a success without migrants that 
came from different places inside and outside of Europe. People in need – be they refugees or 
“economic migrants” – can be a solution, not a problem, for Europe in need. The notion of flexible 
solidarity might help to deliver the solution of allowing countries to contribute according to their 
experience and potential. No member state can, however, limit its contributions to the protection 
of external borders and humanitarian and development aid to countries of origin.  Every country 
is expected to offer places for relocation and resettlements as part of a broader scheme. Looking 
for new solutions, the EU should also improve the implementation of or activate the ones that 
are already available. The never-triggered mechanism of temporary protection could solve many 
of the current problems. Improving communication is key in avoiding misconceptions about 
refugees, attracting refugees for relocations to less popular Central European countries, and 
preparing local populations.



SESSION 9: HOW TO REBUILD THE TRUST OF EU CITIZENS?

The panel included Mrs. Vivien A. Schmidt – professor at the Boston University, Mr. Goran 
Buldioski – co-director of the Open Society Initiative for Europe, Mr. John Erik Fossum – 
professor at the University of Oslo and Mr. Daniel Milo - senior research fellow at the GLOBSEC 
Policy Institute. The lack of trust in mainstream politics, in nation states as well as in media is a 
widespread phenomenon. Populist parties captured hearts and minds of citizens who are afraid 
of globalization, in particular the lack of social stability due to increased immigration and the fear 
of being left behind. The sense of injustice and the feeling that politicians don’t deal with real 
problems of real people bring citizens to populist ideas and disrupt the belief in the European 
Union, which is lacking due to the expectations-performance gap. Furthermore, it is possible to 
observe 2 different realities presented by politicians – one behind the closed doors in Brussels 
and the other on the national stage. Furthermore, experts are denigrated to irrelevant ‘taste 
judges’. And while the EU might have the best rock stars, national governments focus on their 
drug habits rather than music. In order to re-establish legitimacy within the EU, it is necessary to 
rethink the social contract on the level of institutions as well as individuals. The EU and politicians 
need to start listening to citizens and need a bottom-up revival of their policies. Mainstream 
politicians need to challenge populism by talking about trust, solidarity and sovereignty. The 
blame game is enormously destructive for the EU, therefore politicians should make unpopular 
statements and discuss problems and policies in an open and inclusive way. People need to 
understand that the EU is an interdependent concept where everyone is interdependent and 
thus true social solidarity needs to be established. The development of a positive inclusive vision 
of the EU’s future is a must.
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GLOBSEC TATRA SUMMIT 2016
INVESTMENT FORUM

Being integral part of GLOBSEC Tatra Summit, the GLOSEC Tatra Summit Investment Forum 
focused on the most important challenges defining the future of European political and economic 
development in 5 topical streams: smart energy, transport, digital agenda, PPP & financing, and 
pension funds. GLOBSEC Tatra Summit Investment Forum provided an opportunity for sharing 
experience, strengthening cooperation and looking for investment opportunities across industries; 
broke records with gathering more than 650 participants; and brought closely together state 
and business representatives to articulate their interests and needs. GLOBSEC Tatra Summit 
Investment Forum was opened by a panel discussion Make Europe Competitive – Investing in 
Innovations led by Vazil Hudák, the Vice-President of the European Investment Bank. The panel 
participants shared their views on the main drivers of investments – both from the perspective of 
the main technological aspects and from the overall financial context. 

The PPP & Financing stream consisted of discussions on the European Fund for Strategic 
Investment, its results and potentials, outlook on investments in Central Europe, and emerging 
investment destinations. The first debate was devoted to the discussion related to the European 
Fund for Strategic Investments - on the effectiveness of the Investment Plan for Europe, lessons 
learned from EFSI 1.0 as well as how to build better EFSI 2.0. Second debate of the stream, 
was oriented towards to utilizable option for boosting the investments in Central Europe. Third 
session, entitled Emerging Investment Destinations, was aimed to identify the most profitable 
emerging investment destinations for Europe and the Central European region – in particular, 
analyse risks of new investments and ways of fostering Europe’s competitiveness.

The energy stream kicked off with a discussion on Investments to Smart Energy & Innovations. 
The panellists engaged in a fruitful discussion on how to achieve reliable, nature-friendly and 
stable energy supplies over the next decade, through innovative technologies and intelligent 
solutions, and the cooperation across public and private sectors. The following energy-related 
debate, entitled State of Energy Union – More Competition or More Regulation included Maroš 
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Šefčovič, Vice President for the Energy Union at the European Commission and addressed the 
objective of the Energy Union Strategy to deliver a competitive energy market for the benefit of 
the EU consumers.

The transport stream started with a panel discussion entitled Future of Transportation: Moving 
Smart. The speakers discussed their views on the future of transportation of goods and persons, 
sources of investments into future mobility and how the future transportation will deliver safe and 
environmentally friendly mobility. 

The digital agenda stream was kicked off by the first debate of the stream, titled as Cyber Security 
and Civil Safety in Digitalisation Era 2.0. The panel addressed the challenges of cyber security 
posture of the financial and energy sectors, interaction of state and industry when protecting 
respective sectors and pointed out the trending attacks cybercrime frauds that are in the industry 
and how to protect your business. Stream continued with sessions on the New Business Models 
in the Digital Era and Smart Industry: EU Policies and Vision. The panels led a lively discussion 
on the role of business in supporting smart industry, ways how national governments should 
encourage greater collaboration between established industry and start-ups or the cooperation 
between global and local businesses, or the need for cross-industry coordination of activities 
and investments of different stakeholders when it comes to digitalisation and innovation of 
technology sector. In the end, the outcomes of the fruitful debates and enriching presentations 
of GLOBSEC Tatra Summit Investment Forum have contributed to finding strategies aimed 
at boosting investments, innovations and productivity growth, and to solutions of the current 
challenges of defining European economic development. 

The 2016 edition of the GLOBSEC Tatra Summit was highly followed event within the sphere of 
the social media. The total reach of the @GLOBSEC Twitter account during the GLOBSEC Tatra 
Summit conference was over 7 000 000 impressions. Furthermore, hashtag #GTS16 was used 
in 4697 tweets with 53,6 million overall potential impressions. 766 Twitter users tweeted about 
GLOBSEC Tatra Summit using #GTS16 with average number of 4655 followers. The highest 
frequency of #GTS16 hashtag was reached on the 28th October 2016 with over 25.02 million 
impressions. The second most used hashtag was #TatraSummit, it was used in 870 tweets and 
earned 18,9 million impressions, third was #EU2016SK with 470 tweets earning 16.5 million 
impressions.   

GLOBSEC is an independent, non-governmental and non-partisan organisation whose mission 
is to connect key experts on foreign and security policy from all over the world while shaping the 
global debate. Apart from organising one of the top security conferences in the world, GLOBSEC 
Bratislava Global Security Forum, it also established GLOBSEC Tatra Summit, a forum designed 
to deal with European affairs.  GLOBSEC also associates the think-tank GLOBSEC Policy 
Institute and the GLOBSEC Academy Centre educational platform designed for young experts 
and leaders.
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